Selected New JUDAICA Acquisitions, Summer 2014

- A -

Antisemitism -- History -- 21st century

Authors, Canadian -- 20th century -- Biography

- B -

Bible -- Old Testament -- Criticism, interpretation, etc.

Bible -- Old Testament -- Criticism, interpretation, etc., Jewish

Bible -- Pentateuch -- Commentaries

- C -

Cabala -- History

- D -

Dead Sea scrolls

Death -- Religious aspects -- Judaism
Genocide
JUDAICA HV6322.7 .P59 2014. Click for full catalog record.

Health -- Religious aspects -- Judaism
JUDAICA BM538.H43 J83 2013. Click for full catalog record.

Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- Moral and ethical aspects
JUDAICA D804.7.M67 B76 2013. Click for full catalog record.

Jewish ethics

Jewish law -- Philosophy
JUDAICA BM197.5 .G545 1991. Click for full catalog record.

Jewish lawyers -- United States

Jewish philosophy
JUDAICA BM546 .F75 2013. Click for full catalog record.

JUDAICA B759.S24 H35 2013. Click for full catalog record.

Jewish sermons, English
JUDAICA BS1225.54 .L344 2012. Click for full catalog record.
**Jews, German – China – Shanghai -- Diaries**

**Jews, Polish -- United States -- Biography**

**Jews in literature**

**Judaism -- 20th century**

**Judaism -- 21st century**

**Judaism -- Essence, genius, nature**

**Judaism -- Liturgy**

**Justice (Jewish theology)**

- K -

- L -

- M -

**Meditation -- Judaism**

- N -

- O –
- P -

Peace -- Religious aspects -- Judaism

Pornography -- Social aspects -- United States

Purity, Ritual -- Judaism

- Q -

- R -

Rabbinical literature -- History and criticism

Race discrimination -- Law and legislation -- Italy -- History -- 20th century

- S -

Schneerson, Menachem Mendel, 1902-1994

Sephardim – America -- History

Shī‘ah -- Doctrines

Social justice -- Religious aspects -- Judaism

- T -

Talmud -- Commentaries
Three Weeks (Jewish mourning custom) -- Meditations
JUDAICA BM695.T4 B76 2011. Click for full catalog record.

- U -

- V -

- W -

War crime trials -- Germany

World War, 1939-1945 -- Atrocities -- Poland
JUDAICA D804.3 .M374 2014. Click for full catalog record.

World War, 1939-1945 -- Children -- Austria
JUDAICA D810.C4 P74 2014. Click for full catalog record.

- X -

- Y -

- Z -